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KMR Stainless Experience Report

KEEP AN EYE ON YOUR RISK WITH A DEEP
ANALYSIS FROM PURCHASE TO GOODS ISSUING
THE KMR STAINLESS GROUP RELIES ON THE USE OF COMOTOR
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The KMR Stainless Group is a leading

The site in Mülheim an der Ruhr worked

and internationally operating trading

with a customized solution based on Mi-

company for raw materials for pro-

crosoft Access for years while in Dord-

cessing in the stainless steel industry.

recht, the software Alltrade was in use.

Founded in Mülheim an der Ruhr in

After th fusion of the companies, they

1998, it now has two other locations in

started looking for an integrated ERP

Dordrecht, Netherlands and in Bangkok,

solution and a strong partner that would

Thailand.

provide investment security and a stable
future perspective in addition to an outstanding software.

OVERVIEW

Überblick
Land:

Deutschland, Niederlande,

Thailand
▪▪ Country: Germany,
Netherlands,
Branche:
Handel von Rohstoffen

Thailand

zum Einsatz in der Edelstahlindustrie.

▪▪ Industry: TradingUnternehmen
of raw materials

Die KMR Stainless Group ist ein führendes

und international
tätiges Handelsunterused in the stainless
steel industry.

nehmen für Rohstoffe zur Verarbeitung in
der Edelstahlindustrie. 1998 in Mülheim
an der Ruhr gegründet, verfügt es heute
über zwei weitere Standorte im niederländischen Dordrecht und in Bangkok,
Thailand.

Ausgangssituation
Am Standort Mülheim an der Ruhr wurde
über Jahre mit einer individuellen Lösung
auf Basis von Microsoft Access gearbeitet,
während in Dordrecht die Software Alltrade im Einsatz war. Durch den Zusammenschluss der Unternehmen machte
man sich auf die Suche nach einer integrierten ERP-Lösung und einen starken
Partner, der neben einer herausragenden Software eine Investitionssicherheit
sowie eine stabile Zukunftsperspektive
bieten würde.
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TECHNOLOGY AT A GLANCE

The KMR Stainless group with its brand

ked with a solution, that was no longer

supported together with a partner. In

and corporate identity Oryx Stainless is

developed. For this reason, and to map

this process, tegos Group could finally

one of the world‘s leading companies in

the common business processes con-

prevail. Sales arguments were not any

trading and processing of raw materials

sistently, the KMR group started se-

cost savings, which serve as a common

for the stainless steel industry. Since

arching for a new, integrated software

criterion, but „that we hat the feeling of

1998, the group company KMR Stain-

solution. They did not want to back on a

dealing with people with whom we are

less AG operates in Mülheim an der

proprietary development again, but on a

in dialogue and who think like we do,

Ruhr and offers an ultra-modern storage

standard solution that would provide, in

who understand their own craft as well

and transshipment point for secondary

cooperation with a strong partner, both

as bring a deep knowledge of the indus-

raw materials. The predominantly Euro-

investment protection and a perspecti-

try“, says CFO Roland Mauss. It was

pean customers and suppliers benefit

ve for the future. During the selection

also positively noted that not only sale-

from the central location and the ideal

process, KMR Stainless led workshops

speople and consultants participated in

connection to the european road, water

with four software companies to pre-

the appointment, but also developers.

and rail network. In 2008, the group ex-

„When you talk about a new product,

panded to include the location of Dord-

then it is not enough to talk to the con-

recht in the Netherlands. 40,000 sqm

sultants. We talked about a prototype,

of storage space and a direct deep water

so the cooperation was obviously much

access provide the ideal base for the in-

more intense,“ says Mauss.

ternational bulk and container business.
Since 2013, the company also operates
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in a majority-dominated joint venture
named Oryx Stainless PGI Co., Ltd. in

Since it was a joint new development,

Bangkok, Thailand.

the time factor was of secondary importance in this project. The focus was
on the quality of the solution and the

The starting position

standardization in order to make the

In 1998, the young company already

product interesting for other companies.

began to search for a software solution

This meant a very close and intensive

that could represent and manage the

cooperation at all levels of KMR Stain-

complex business processes. There was

less group and tegos Group. After this

a first contact to tegos Group, which

sent the requirements and to work out

intesive time you can look back on a

had just made a reputation in the was-

approaches. The requirements at that

successful project today. „The collabo-

te management and recycling industry.

time: an understanding of the industry

ration went very well. Problems were

Ultimately, KMR decided to rely on a

and the business processes and a sen-

addressed directly and openly and sol-

proprietary development based on Mi-

se of the needs of the customer. At that

ved together,“ Roland Mauss recalls.

crosoft Access. After nearly three years

time, there was no integrated software

After finalizing the development, the

of development, the company eventual-

solution available for the very special re-

actual introduction of comotor was ea-

ly got a solution that exactly mapped its

quirements of the metal trade, so KMR

gerly awaited. In order to avoid greater

specific needs but the solution reached

had to decide wether it should adapt an

turbulence, the golive was split in two.

its technical limits with the everincrea-

existing product or tackle a complete-

It started on January, 1st 2011 with the

sing tonnage of the company. Some

ly new development. The focus was on

financial accounting. Since this division

time later, the fusion with the facility in

the latter, on the premise to develop a

is already very complex, it was apparent

Dordrecht took place. The facility wor-

standard that would be marketed and

to switch this first. Attention was focu-
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to inventory and each inventory item

partner who has internalized the indus-

to loading and outgoing invoices eve-

tryspecific business processes and is not

▪▪ The right solution was final-

ry process is calculated with detailed

afraid to tackle problems that inevitably

ly found in the partner tegos

metallurgical content. Only in this way

arise in an implementation project and

Group and the jointly develo-

a reliable statement about the existing

eliminate them. Quality is quite clear in

ped product comotor, which

metal at risk can be made. I have heard

the center of interest at tegos Group.“

became an integrated stan-

from many software vendors that they

There are some software solutions that

dard solution for the metal and

offer a risk overview, but a really signifi-

address the metal and commodity tra-

commodity trade.

cant indication on the basis of facts and

ding, but thanks to his experience and

content in this form and depth, and that

numerous comparisions Roland Mauss

in real time - that offers only comotor“

can confirm: „Many vendors claim that

is the conclusion of the responsible CFO

their programs can do the same as co-

Roland Mauss.

motor. But I have had a look at them

SOLUTION

BENEFIT
▪▪ Especially the unrivaled, deep
analysis across all business
processes enables the KMR
Stainless Group to work fast

and honestly have to say: for companies

The future

that do not want to engange in significant adjustments or use a customized

and reliable and to have a re-

As already mentioned, KMR Stain-less-

solution that is not further developed,

liable view of the risk at any

Group operates the joint venture Oryx

for them there is no economically viable

time.

Stainless PGI Co., Ltd. together with

alternative to comotor!“

the PGI Group in Bangkok, Thailand
since 2013. After the successful implesed on the required internationality and

mentation of comotor for the european

the connection of several banks with

units of the KMR group, comotor was

different payment methods from clas-

also chosen as the software solution for

sical transfers to international transfers

the Thai site. With the support of tegos

to SEPA payments. After this area was

Group and the local Microsoft partner

successfully converted, the traderelated

AVision Co., Ltd., KMR has implemen-

departments followed in March and Ap-

ted the completely integrated ERP soft-

ril of the following year.

ware solution comotor to accompany
the commercial and operational proces-

The acceptance

ses from the IT-side and has located the

The acceptance

solution in the Thai language, also con-

Of course, the transition from the very

sidering the regional legal requirements

individual

with little effort.

proprietary

development

to comotor was a big step with many
changes for the users. What was previously kept relatively narrow, now offers

The Conclusion

a lot more features and is much more

„comotor is unique in the software mar-

complex. But this is where users see

ket thanks to its functions and its che-

great benefits and notice a significant

mical analysis“ confirms Roland Mauss.

ease of their daily work. „comotor of-

„Therefore we would advise any compa-

fers an analysis that covers all business

ny that is engaged in commodity trading

processes. From the purchase contract

to use this solution. tegos is a reliable
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CONTACT DETAILS
YOUR CONTACT PERSON AROUND THE TOPIC COMOTOR

KAI BEMBENEK
Senior Sales Consultant

+49 231 31776.222

kbembenek@tegos.eu

TEGOS GMBH
Oslostraße 2
44269 Dortmund
Germany
www.tegos-group.com
info@tegos.eu
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